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Introduction 

In order to use this game safety,be sure to read this Operator’s 

Manual thoroughly before installation,adjustment or use of this game.  

●The power must be turned off during maintenance and repair of the machine 

To avoid short circuits, turn off the power supply before touching the internal 

components of the machine. If the operation needs to be powered on, the operation 

manual should be followed 

●Make sure to choose the right accessories when replacing devices. 

Improper use of accessories can lead to fire or electrical short circuit, damage to the 

motherboard and components 

●Do not disassemble, assemble or alter the equipment randomly 

This can lead to fire or electrical short circuit, mechanical failure, etc 

● Make sure to meet the manufacturer's requirements in moving, turning, 

transportation, etc.   

Arbitrary manual movement, turnover, transportation, etc., will damage the 

equipment and destroy mechanical properties. 

● This machine is suitable for indoor use, not outdoor use. 

Outdoor use will affect the performance of the machine. 

● Do not use the machine in the following places: 

★A leaking or highly wet place 

★Near a hot object 

https://www.baidu.com/link?url=pnnT6rJJQAhKCbK6lC9wyzCCHIZuBGDEnsPSU_ojjHt4P8H4zf2b5Lvtz8ezfIsLGi7rrUrxu9rLvdJt-E6eUUkCJ7QEcaTbQk4o0dVdx8K&wd=&eqid=a66e56ab00018f5d000000065b028fd9
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★Near dangerous objects 

★A smooth or unstable place 

★Get close to spark-generating equipment. 

★Shaking place 

● Do not place vases, cups, containers, etc. with water on the machine. Also do not 

place chemicals or heavy objects on the machine 

Spilled liquids may cause electrical short-circuits and damage devices, chemicals may 

corrode machines, and falling objects may harm people and damage machines. 

● Do not place objects in the air outlet of the machine. 

 If the exhaust port is blocked, the temperature of the machine will rise, which will 

affect the normal operation of the machine and damage the device. 

● The power cord should not be held down by heavy objects. 

 This may damage electrical wiring, cause short circuits and fires. 

● When pulling the power cord from the socket, pull it out by holding the plug, not 

the wire. 

 This may damage electrical wiring, cause short circuits and fires. 

● Do not pull the plug directly with wet hands. 

Otherwise it will cause electric shock to the human body. 

● Do not stretch, twist or fold the power cord. Do not expose the power cord to the 

hot object. 

All of the above will damage the wire, cause short circuit and fire. 

● The power cord cannot be easily kicked or touched. 
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This can harm people and damage machines. 

● Use the correct voltage and fuse (see technical parameters). 

The use of other standard voltages may cause short circuit and fire, and the use of 

unqualified fuses may damage the machine and cause fire. 

●Non-professionals are not allowed to repair the machine  

This may cause problems such as fires or out-of-control operations. 
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A. Specification 

1.Rated power supply：AC110V 60Hz or AC220V 50Hz 

    (Note:As the actual voltage,please refer the label of the machine) 

2.Dimensions：W1020×D2405×H2680mm 

3.Weight：about220Kg 

4.Power Consumption：：Mini power consumption：450W 

Max power consumption：500W 

5.Environmental Condition：Temperature：-10℃～+40℃（indoor） 

Humidity：≤90% 

Atmospheric pressure：86Kpa～106Kpa 

6.Packing size： 

Console W107*D85*H130 cm；Machine:W116*D85*H202 cm 

Note：Game parameters are subject change without notice 
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B. Package Content 

⚫ Make sure that all the parts shown below are include in product 

package  

⚫ If any parts are missing, contact your distributor 

（1）One PC。 

（2）One set of repair parts,as follow： 

Item Content Type Illustration Qty  Unit Note 

1 
Instructio

n 
English 

 
1 

Englis

h 
 

2 Key 168 
 

1 Piece For cash box 

4 
Power 

cable 
1.8m/10A 

 

1 Piece  

5 Fuse 
10A

（220V）  
2 Pieces  

8 Balls Red 

 

30 Pieces  

Note： Game parameters are subject change without notice 
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C. Notes on the Machine 

Place: 

Warning： 

       This product is an indoor game machine.Do not install it 

outside  

 

Notice： 

 1.The machine should not be placed in the inclined position, which is 

easy to cause accidents 

2.Avoid installing in places mentioned below so as not to cause a 

fire,electric shock,injury or malfunction ： 

        Place subject to rain or leakage,or place subject to high 

humidity in the proximity of an indoor swimming pool or shower,etc. ； 

Place subject to direct sunlight,or place subject to high 

temperatures in the proximity of heating unit,etc.； 

Place filled with inflammable gas or vicinity of highly 

inflammable/volatile chemicals or hazardous matter； 

Dusty places； 
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Sloped surfaces； 

Place subject to any type of violent impact； 

Vicinity of anti-disaster facilities such as fire exits and fire 

extinguishers； 

 

Game leveling： 

Install this machine on a flat surface,adjust levelers to lift casters off the 

ground and level game. 

Make sure that the machine is level with the floor ,if the machine is 

not level medals may not be play well    

 

Before move,please follow the below step： 

1. Turn off the power switch  

2. Unplug the power core 

3. Please drain off water and keep the whole game dry 

4.Adjust the levels in high before moving it 
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D. Connecting the power and cord and grounding 

 

Method： 

Insert the power core plug into a inlet box， and then insert the plug 

of power core into the power socket of the machine  

 

This machine’s supply voltage is：110V/60Hz or 220V/50Hz 

For actual supply voltage,please refer the label of the machine. 

Fuse specifications： 

110V/60Hz:125V/10A φ5-20mm 

220V/50Hz:250V/5A  φ5-20mm 
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Usage 

requirement： 

1.Be sure to check the Electrical Specification ，ensure that this product is compatible 

with the Location’s power supply,voltage and frequency requirement.A plate 

describing Electrical Specification is attached to the products.Non-compliance with 

the Electrical Specifications may cause a fire and electric shock 

2.Too many wires connected to the same power socket may cause the fire  resulting 

from overheat  

Warning： 

Do not put heavy items on power cord 

 

When the power cord is removed from the socket, you should grab the 

plug and pull it out  
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Do not touch the power plug with a wet hand 

 

Do not draw or twist the cord 

Do not place the core where the player can easy to touch or kick 

 

Run this machine with the correct power configuration  

 

 

E. Playing Instruction： 

1. Start coin insertion 

 

2. Select game content 

 

3. Hit the target and receive the corresponding score 

 

4. The more points you receive at a certain time, the more lottery 

tickets you will receive. 
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F. Main components of the machine and installation 

instructions 

 

1、How to SET： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Down  下 

SET Up 
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2、Access to settings      Up 

 

 
 

3、Wiremap 
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How to install 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.Installation of tarpaulins 7.Link overhead white light bar 

to plug-in cable 
4.Install the triangular bracket 

3.Just plug it in according to the 

numbers on the line. 
1.Mounting Screws 2.Mounting Screws 4.Flip Hinge 
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G. Maintenance and Troubleshooting 

Safety check： 

In order to ensure the safety of the machine, please check the following points before 

starting： 

Check if the connected power parameters are consistent with the machine； 

Check if the warning sign on the machine is clearly visible； 

Check if the machine is placed smoothly, whether the caster and the top foot 

are properly adjusted； 

 

Check if the machine is placed in an appropriate area； 
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Install and test： 

Before installation, please check the parts and components according to the list 

for assembly； 

The place must be flat and firm, adjust the foot to the ground level fixed after 

the machine is placed； 

After installation, plug power cord to open machine to check if all parts of the 

machine operate normally. If any abnormal phenomenon is found, stop the 

machine immediately and start up the machine only after removing obstacles； 

Maintenance： 

Every day before business, should first test the normal operation before use 

When the machine collect dirt and dust, wipe it clean with soft cotton cloth and 

neutral cleaner 

After the new machine runs for one month, all parts should be checked to see if 

they are normal 

 

Troubleshooting: 

PROBLEM PROBABLE CAUSE SOLUTION 

The game can’t start 
1.No power 

2.Fault of power supply 

1.Check the power supply AC220V 

voltage fault. 

2. Measure D12V dc output, if not, 

change the power box. 

No sound 

1.Fault of speaker 

2.Main board power failure 

3.Fault of output 

1.Change the speaker 

2.Check the main board signal 

3.Check the main board music output 

signal 

Payout ticket(non-stop) 
1.Fault of ticket dispenser 

2. Fault of ticket PCB 

1.Change the ticket dispenser 

2.Check the PCB 
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Score box doesn’t 

work 

1.Signal cable plug get loose. 

2.Infrared off 

3.The infrared score isn’t work, the 

indicator light is not on 

1.Attach 

2.Change to new one 

3.Change the score box 

Can’t pay out tickets 
1.Ticket dispenser jam or damage 

2.Lack of tickets 

1.Change the ticket dispenser。 

2.After installing the ticket, press the 

"ticket dispenser recovery button" to 

issue the ticket 

 

The machine must check the tightness of the fixed screw of each parts every 3 months!!! 

 

 

 


